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Abstract The paper formalizes the OR refinement of finite state machines and devel-
ops an efficient method to integrate the test sets of the component machines
in order to test the flattened machine. The approach supports component-
software development since it constructs test sets for an assembly of systems
from readily available test sets of the prefabricated parts.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The test set generation problem for protocols modeled by deterministic

finite state machines has attracted a great deal of interest and has generated a
substantial literature. Given two deterministic finite state machines S and I,
the former representing the specification and the latter the implementation, a
test set is a set of input sequences that, if S and I are not equivalent, contains
at least one sequence that produces different results when applied to the two
machines. The test set is generated from the specification S and, in principle,
little information is available about the implementation I. For instance, in
the so called W- method [7] the only information about the implementation
is an upper bound on the number of its states. Originally, the W -method
was developed in the context of completely specified deterministic finite state
machines and was recently revised for the case in which both the specification
and the implementation may be partially specified. The W -method has also
been adapted to finite state machines based specification languages, such as
stream X-machines [11], [10] and Harel statecharts [3], [4].

On the other hand, in practice a finite state machine specification is usually
constructed through a process of refinement; the equivalent flattened finite
state machine of such a refinement can be constructed and the W -method can
be applied to test the flattened machine. This approach might not always
be practical, for large scale systems the flattened machine can be extremely
complex and this will result in a test set of unmanageable size.
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The paper formalizes the OR refinement of Finite State Machines (in section
4) and develops an efficient testing strategy for this kind of refinement.

2. PRELIMINARIES
Definition 2.1 A Deterministic Finite State Machine (DFSM for short) is a
quintuple M = (Q,Li, Lo, h, M0), where Q is a finite set of states, Li is a finite
set of input symbols, Lo is a finite set of output symbols, h : Q×Li → Q×Lo
is the behavior (partial) function, M0 is the initial state.

A DFSM is often described by a state-transition diagram as in Example 2.1.
Let q, r ∈ Q, a ∈ Li, o ∈ Lo. We write q → a/o → r to denote a transition

from q to r with label a/o if h(q, a) = (r, o). As a response to an arbitrary
input sequence x = a1 · · · · ·an, n ≥ 0, ai ∈ Li for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, a state q ∈ Q
of the DFSM M may produce an output sequence t = o1 · · · · · on, oi ∈ Lo
for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, if there are the following n transitions qi → ai/oi → qi+1,
1 ≤ i ≤ n and q1 = q. It is said that the input a1 ·· · ··an leads the machine from
the state q to the state r or that the state r is reachable from q. We denote
this by q ⇒ a1/o1 · · · · · an/on ⇒ qn+1 or simply by q ⇒ a1/o1 · · · · · an/on ⇒
if the reached state qn+1 may be omitted. Moreover, if the produced output
string o1 · · · · · on is not significant, it may be omitted, writing either q ⇒
a1 · · · · · an ⇒ qn+1 or q ⇒ a1 · · · · · an ⇒ .

For an input sequence a1·· · ··an, we say that two states q, r ∈ Q give identical
response to a1 · · · · · an if: q ⇒ a1/o1 · · · · · an/on ⇒ iff r ⇒ a1/o1 · · · · · an/on ⇒
for all o1, . . . , on ∈ Lo. Note that the definition includes the case where no
such o1, . . . , on exist (i.e. for partially specified DFSM).

Let A ⊆ Li∗ be an arbitrary set of input sequences. Two states q, r ∈ Q
are said to be A− equivalent if q and r give identical responses for each input
sequence x ∈ A. We denote this by q ∼=A r. Otherwise, they are said to be A−
distinguishable (denoted by q 6∼=A r). If A = Li∗ (i.e. q and r give identical
responses for any input sequence) then q and r are said to be equivalent.

Let M and N be two DFSMs with the same sets of input (Li) and output
(Lo) symbols and A ⊆ Li∗. Then M and N are said to be A-equivalent if their
initial states M0 and N0 are A− equivalent. Otherwise, M and N are said to
be A-distinguishable. If A = Li∗ then M and N are said to be equivalent.

A finite set R ⊆ Li∗ is said to be a state cover of a DFSM M if the empty
sequence ε is contained in R, and, for every state q ∈ Q other than M0, R
contains an input sequence x ∈ R that may lead the machine from the initial
state M0 to q (i.e. M0 ⇒ x ⇒ q). A finite set W ⊆ Li∗ is said to be a
characterization set of a DFSM M if any two distinct states q, r ∈ Q are
W -distinguishable.

Example 2.1 Consider a simple tape recorder capable of playing and record-
ing a tape. For simplicity, we consider the tape to be infinite. The DFSM
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Fig. 1. DFSM model of a tape recorder.

presented in fig. 1 models the control of this tape recorder. The inputs to this
DFSM are events: Li = {play, stop, rec, on, off}. The outputs are the opera-
tions performed by the tape recorder: Lo = {Play, Idle, Rec,Off}. The initial
state OFF is pointed at by a transition from a blob.

Then R = {ε, on, on · rec, on · play} is a state cover of this DFSM and
W = {on, rec, play} is a characterization set.

A DFSM M is said to be minimal if any other equivalent DFSM has at least
the same number of states as M ; a DFSM A is minimal if and only if there
exists a state cover and a characterization set of A [8].

Let M = (Q,Li, Lo, h,M0) and M ′ = (Q′, Li, Lo, h′, M ′
0) be two DFSMs.

Then a bijective function f : Q −→ Q′ is called an isomorphism from M to
M ′ if for every states q1, q2 ∈ Q, input symbol a ∈ Li and output symbol
o ∈ Lo, q1 → a/o → q2 if and only if f(q1) → a/o → f(q2). Any two
equivalent minimal DFSMs are isomorphic [8], so for any DFSM M, there
exists an unique (up to an isomorphism) minimal DFSM M ′ equivalent to M .
M ′ is called the minimal DFSM of M.

3. THE W -METHOD
Let S be a DFSM specification and I a DFSM model of the implementa-

tion. The W -method generates a test set (a finite set of sequences) that can
determine any error in I with respect to S, provided that the number of states
of I is bounded by an integer m that may be larger than the number n of
states of S. The set is generated from the specification S and no information
is available about I except the above mentioned upper bound.
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The W -method was first developed in the context of completely specified
DFSMs [7]. In [1], the method was extended to cope with (possibly) partially
specified DFSMs.

Definition 3.1 Let S = (QS , Li, Lo, hS , S0) and I = (QI , Li, Lo, hI , I0) be
two DFSMs. A finite set Y ⊆ Li∗ is called a test set for S and I if: S and I
are Y -equivalent =⇒ S and I are equivalent.

The W -method involves the selection of two sets of input sequences:

W ⊆ Li∗, a characterization set of S

R ⊆ Li∗, a state cover set of S.

The method makes the following assumptions about the specification S and
the implementation I :

S is deterministic and minimal

I is deterministic and the number of states of I is bounded by an integer
m.

For the case where S and I are assumed to be completely specified the W -
method provides a test set

Ycs = R · Li[m− n + 1] ·W,

with Li[j] = {ε} ∪ Li ∪ · · · ∪ Lij for j ≥ 0 [7].
However, Y is not always a valid test set when partially specified DFSMs

are considered, as shown by the following example. Consider the partially
specified DFSM specification S = ({0, 1}, {a, b}, {a, b}, h, 0) with h(0, a) =
(1, a) and h undefined elsewhere. Then R = {ε, a} is a state cover of S and
W = {a} is a characterization set of S. Let I = ({0, 1}, {a, b}, {a, b}, h′, 0) be
an implementation of S with h′(0, a) = (1, a), h′(0, b) = (1, b) and h′ undefined
elsewhere. Since S and I have the same number of states (n = m = 2), the
W -method gives Ycs = R·Li[1]·W = {a, a∪a, b∪a, a∪a∪a, a∪b∪a}. However,
the two DFSMs are Ycs- equivalent but they are not equivalent. Indeed, the
single word which distinguishes them is b, which is not contained in Ycs.

This situation occurs because when S and I are completely specified when-
ever S and I are {s}-equivalent for an input sequence s, they are also {t}-
equivalent for any prefix t of s. This is no longer true when at least one of S
and I is partially specified. Therefore, one way of extending the W -method to
the general case where the machines may be partially specified is to take all
prefixes of the sequences in Ycs. It has been proved, however, that a smaller
subset of prefixes is sufficient [1], this is

Y = R · Li[m− n + 1] · (W ∪ {ε}).
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Fig. 2. Refinement of OR states.

4. OR STATE REFINEMENT
One way of refining an existing DFSM specification is to replace one or

more states with other DFSMs. The semantics of this transformation is that
given by the expansion of OR states in state charts [3] and is illustrated by
the following example.
Example 4.1 The original model in Example 2.1 can be refined by allowing
the tape recorder to pause while playing or recording. For instance, the behavior
of the RECORDING state is a two-state machine describing whether the
tape recorder is actively recording or waiting for the user to press the continue
command. The refinement of the two states, PLAY ING and RECORDING
(called in what follows OR states), is graphically illustrated in fig. 2. The
flattened DFSM for the refined model is presented in fig. 3. Any transition
arriving to the OR state in the original specification will now be directed to
the initial state of the DFSM that replaces that state. Any transition leaving
the OR state will now leave all the states of the replacement DFSM.

Definition 4.1 A DFSM M ′ = (Q′, Li′, Lo′, h′,M ′
0) is called an OR state

refinement of a DFSM M = (Q,Li, Lo, h, M0) if Q ⊆ Q′, Li ⊆ Li′, Lo ⊆ Lo′,
M0 = M ′

0 and there is a partition E = {Eq}q∈Q of Q′ with q ∈ Eq for all
q ∈ Q such that the following hold:

h(q, a) = h′(q′, a) for all q ∈ Q, a ∈ Li, q′ ∈ Eq

π1(h′(q′, a)) ⊆ Eq for all q ∈ Q, a ∈ Li′ − Li, q′ ∈ Eq, where π1 :
Q′ × Lo′ −→ Q′ denotes the projection function
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Fig. 3. Flattened DFSM for OR state refinement.

Li0 = Li′ − Li is called the refining input alphabet.
For q ∈ Q, the DFSM Mq = (Eq, Li0, Lo′, hq, q), where hq is the restriction

of h′ to Eq × Li0, is called the refining machine for q.

For simplicity, in Definition 4.1, the refined state and the initial state of the
corresponding refining machine are considered to be identical. For clarity, they
are given different names in our examples, where only the states PLAY ING
and RECORDING are refined. So the partition E is defined by EPLAY ING =
{PLAY, PAUSE PLAY }, ERECORDING = {RECORD, PAUSE REC} and
Eq = {q} for the other states. The refining input alphabet is Li0 = {continue, pause}.

5. OR STATE REFINEMENT TESTING
Consider the problem of generating test sets from a specification of the form

of an OR state refinement of a DFSM S = (QS , Li, Lo, hS , S0). The W method
can be directly applied to the flattened specification S′ = (Q′

S , Li′, Lo′, h′S , S′0)
and, furthermore, a state cover RS′ and a characterization set WS′ , can be
constructed from a state cover RS and a characterization set WS of the original
DFSM S and state covers Rq, q ∈ QS and characterization sets Wq, q ∈ QS of
the refining machines using the following formulae

RS′ = RS ⊗ R,

where R = {Rq | q ∈ QS} is a set that contains a state cover RMq for each
state q ∈ Qs and for A ⊆ Li∗ and B = {Bq | q ∈ QS} ⊆ 2Li∗ , A⊗B = {a · b |
a ∈ A, b ∈ Bq, S0 ⇒ a ⇒ q}. That is RS′ is obtained by concatenating each
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sequence in RS that forces S into q from the initial state S0 with all sequences
in Rq

WS′ = W ∪ (
⋃

q∈QS

Wq).

The proofs are straightforward.
On the other hand, since the specification has been developed through a

refinement process, one would also expect the implementation to be build in-
crementally: initially a developer may only have a skeleton of the system then
step by step fill it with details. For instance the DFSM in fig. 1 can be built
first. Afterwards, when the functionality contained in the RECORDING (or
PLAY ING) refining machine is added it can be considered not to have an
effect outside this state, (i.e. any transition leaving an OR state in I will leave
all the states of the refining machine in I ′ and have the same destination as the
original transition), so implementation can also be modelled by an OR state
refinement I ′ = (Q′

I , Li′, Lo′, h′I , I
′
0) of some DFSM I = (QI , Li, Lo, hI , I0).

We can now take advantage of this situation and show how the test sets for
S and the refining machines can be reused in the construction of the new test
set.

Let S′, the specification, be an OR state refinement of S and I ′, the imple-
mentation, be an OR state refinement of I, as above. Our aim is to construct
a test set Y ′ for S′ and I ′. Let n be the number of states of S and m the
upper bound for the number of states of I. For q ∈ QS let Sq be the refining
machine for q and for p ∈ QI let Ip be the refining machine for p. Let nq be
the number of states of Sq, mp the upper bound for the number of states of Ip

and k = maxp∈QI
mp. We assume that S is minimal and Sq is minimal for all

q ∈ Qs. Without loss of generality all states of I are assumed to be reachable
from the initial state I0 (otherwise the non-reachable states may be removed).
Similarly, for p ∈ QI , all states of Ip are assumed to be reachable from the
initial state p.

Then the test set Y ′ we are after is

Y ′ = Y ∪ U,

where Y = R · Li[m − n + 1] · (W ∪ {ε}) is a test set for S and I and U is
constructed using the following sets:

Yq = Rq · Li0[k − nq + 1] · (Wq ∪ {ε}) for all q ∈ QI , where Rq is a state
cover and Wq a characterization set of Sq; then Yq is a test set for Sq

and Ip for all p ∈ Qp

T = R · Li[m− n]

Then
U = T ⊗ Y,
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where Y = {Yq | q ∈ QS} is a set that contains a set Yq for each state q ∈ Qs.
For our example consider m = 5 and k = 2. Then T = R ·Li[1] = {ε, on, on ·

rec, on · play} · {ε, play, stop, rec, on, off}, RRECORDING = RPLAY ING =
{ε, pause}, WRECORDING = WPLAY ING = {pause} so YRECORDING = YPLAY ING =
{ε, pause} · Li0[1] · {pause}; ROFF = RIDLE = WOFF = WIDLE = {ε}, so
YOFF = YIDLE = Li0[2]. Thus U = {ε, on · off, on · rec · off, on · play ·
off} · YOFF ∪{on, on · stop, on · rec · stop, on · play · stop} · YIDLE ∪{on · rec} ·
YRECORDING ∪ {on · play} · YPLAY ING.

Lemma 5.1 For S and I as above, if S and I are equivalent, then T is a
state cover of I.

Proof. We prove by induction on 0 ≤ j ≤ m−n that Tj = R ·Li[j] reaches
at least n + j states of I. For j = 0 the statement follows since R is a state
cover of S, which is the minimal DFSM of I. Assume the statement true for j.
Then either Tj reaches all the states of I or Tj+1 will reach at least one more
state than Tj . Hence Tj+1 reaches at least n + j + 1 states of I. 2

Theorem 5.1 For S, S′, I, I ′ and Y ′ as above, Y ′ is a test set for S′ and I ′.
Proof. Assume that S′ and I ′ are Y ′-equivalent. Then S′ and I ′ are Y -
equivalent, hence S and I are Y -equivalent. Since Y is a test set for S and I,
S and I are equivalent. Furthermore, from Lemma 5.1 it follows that T is a
state cover of I.

Let q ∈ QS and p ∈ QI be two equivalent states of S and I, respectively.
Then there exists t ∈ T such that S0 ⇒ t ⇒ q and I0 ⇒ t ⇒ p. Since S′ and
I ′ are U -equivalent it follows that Sq and Ip are Yq-equivalent. Hence Sq and
Ip are equivalent.

Therefore, we have proved that S and I are equivalent and for any pair
of equivalent states q ∈ QS , p ∈ QI , Sq and Ip are equivalent. Then from
Definition 4.1 it follows that S′ and I ′ are equivalent. 2

It can be shown that the implementation refinement approach considerably
reduces the size of the test set generated.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The paper formalizes the OR refinement for finite state machines and it

shows how if the implementation is also constructed through a process of
refinement, then the test process can be distributed into smaller chunks (i.e.
the original machine and the refining machines), thus diminishing the effort
devoted to testing and the size of the final test set.

The partial OR (p-OR) state refinement of finite state machines will also
be considered in a future paper. The generalization of these test generation
methods for refined DFSMs to other finite state machine based specification
languages, such as Harel statecharts, will also be investigated.
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